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file servers. The file servers maintain the data and information about the file system and serve the clients with the
required information using the file blocks. For reliability, the
file blocks are replicated over multiple file servers. The client
communicates first with the master (if necessary) and then
with the appropriate file server to perform the read or write
operation. The master is a central node that maintains the state
of the entire file-system. The master node receives requests
for the location of the file blocks. The master replies with the
corresponding location of the file blocks on the file servers.
The master does not maintain a persistent view of the file
system; it updates that information from the file servers. The
file servers are dynamic resources. New file servers can be
added. Failed servers are purged automatically. Each file server
can be as simple as a Linux file server running on off-the-self
systems or a dedicated enterprise class storage server. The
file server nodes can further augment reliability mechanisms,
such as RAID, to protect the content on the individual server.
The client nodes proxy the requests on behalf of the user or
applications. The clients first access the master server to determine the location of the file/directory. Subsequent requests
are made to the appropriate file server. Modern cluster file
systems cache the requested files on the client side and only
transmit or propagate write requests. GFS [4] explicitly avoids
caching, since its file system is designed very specific to its
requirement and workload characteristics.
The applications that run on the cluster are typical scientific
computational workload. Each application runs a set of computational and I/O tasks. The application often uses multiple
compute nodes for the task. All the nodes work more or less
in synchronization. We obtain the various characteristics of a
scientific workload, such as job arrival rate, job size, and job
run length from [6]. The number of jobs are often distributed
exponentially with respect to the job size.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Historically, scientific computing has driven large-scale,
scientific computing to its limits. Towards the end of this
decade, we are likely to achieve Petascale computing that
would benefit many applications, such as climate and
environmental modeling, 3D protein molecule reconstruction,
design of spacecraft and aircraft, nanotechnology, and genetic
engineering. While supercomputer performance has improved
by over two orders of magnitude every decade [1], the
performance gap between the individual nodes and the overall
processing ability has widened drastically. That has led to
a shift in the paradigm of designing supercomputers, from
a centralized approach to a distributed one that supports
heterogeneity. While most high-performance computing
environments require parallel file systems, there have been
several file systems, such as GPFS [2], PVFS2 [3], and
GFS [4], that have been specifically proposed to support very
large-scale scientific computing environments.
Our paper makes two contributions. We build a model
of a large-scale computing system that uses a parallel file
system, and we study the scalability and reliability of the
file system over several hundred thousand processors. We
evaluate our models with a new simulation methodology called
simultaneous simulation of alternate system configurations
(SSASC) [5], which enables us to evaluate simulations faster
than the traditional approaches do. Using the example cluster
file system, we show that SSASC can be used to analyze large
scale models in an efficient manner compared to traditional
simulation.
II. T HE C LUSTER F ILE S YSTEM
We now describe the abstract structure of a cluster file
system described mentioned above, whose variant flavors are
deployed in the HPC framework [2]–[4].

B. Failure Model

A. Architecture

We assume that the failure of the master server stops the
progress of all the jobs waiting to be served by the master.
The file system becomes unavailable until the master server
is repaired and restarted for the applications. When a file
server node fails, jobs running on it are postponed until the
file server is repaired. Nodes can have multiple disks. The
failure rate of the file server depends upon the failure rate of
the disks. The disk failure MTTF is obtained from [7]. It is

Usually, a large-scale file system consists of a single master
and multiple file servers. The master maintains the file system’s metadata, which includes the access control information,
mapping of files and directory names to their location, and
mapping of allocated and free space. The master serves the
metadata information only to the clients. Usually, files are
divided into equal sized blocks. The blocks are stored on
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possible that file server nodes use sophisticated redundancy
and reliability techniques, such that advanced error-handling
mechanisms result in very low failure rates.
Correlated Failure: Recent literature has discussed the
importance of modeling correlated failures. We model two
types of correlated failures: (a) correlated errors due to error
propagation and (b) correlated errors due to hardware fatigue.
It is possible that errors generated in the master server are
propagated to the file server node(s). For every failure event
in the master node, there is a small probability that the error
will be propagated to the file server nodes. In the second kind
of correlated failures, the authors of [7] have shown that disks
that fail once have a greater likelihood of failing again. We
incorporate the correlated model to represent the failure of the
hardware components in the models.

Fig. 1.

Compositional SAN model of cluster file system.

While the algorithm is efficient compared to traditional simulations, there is room for improvement through elimination
of non-optimal configurations using statistical methods. We
discuss the possible approaches in Section VI.

III. S IMULTANEOUS S IMULATION OF A LTERNATIVE
S YSTEM C ONFIGURATIONS

IV. S TOCHASTIC ACTIVITY N ETWORK M ODEL : C LUSTER
F ILE S YSTEM

Simulation is applied in numerous and diverse fields, such
as manufacturing systems, communications and protocol
design, financial and economic engineering, operations
research, and design of transportation networks and systems,
among many others. Unfortunately, simulations of large
systems take a lot of computational resources and time.
Even though clock speed of the sequential processors
improves every year, the need to model and simulate complex
systems also rises every year. Furthermore, the real utility
of simulation lies in comparing alternatives before actual
implementation [8]. That means that the system model
has to be simulated multiple times for a large number of
design configurations and parameter values to determine the
best design configuration. To perform a thorough analysis
of a large number of configurations with varying system
design parameter values, it is important to develop efficient
simulation methods that can evaluate a large number of
alternative system configurations quickly and accurately. If
the system under evaluation is scrutinized carefully, one will
notice that changing the system configuration or parameter
values does not alter the behavior completely. Rather, much
of the system behavior is similar for most of the possible
alternative configurations.

In this section, we describe the details of the modeling of a
typical cluster file system using Möbius [11]. Figure 1 shows
the compositional model. Each submodel in the composed
model represents part of the execution process in the cluster
file system. Each submodel is represented as a stochastic
activity network (SAN) at the leaf node level. The model has
one master node, m file server nodes replicated by “Repfserver,” and n types of clients. Each client type simulates the
characteristics of a particular parallel computing application.
The index of the client type represents the magnitude and
scale of the parallel application. A bigger client type index
represents a larger application. For each client type, i
replications of the client simulate the simultaneous users of
that particular client (as represented by “Rep-1” to “Rep-n”).
Each client request type is represented by a special token of
type i.
When the cluster file server is started, all the nodes begin
in a working state. Whenever a file request arrives at the
master node, the master node determines the location of the
file on the file server node and forwards the token to the
respective file server(s).

In our work on SSASC [5], we extended the ideas of
Vakili [9] and Chen and Ho [10] with a methodology that
exploits the structural similarity among the alternative configurations. Our technique exploits that structural similarity,
consolidates the common events among the configurations into
a single union of events, and generates a single enabled event
set. Using the common enabled event set, it combines the
advantages of the single clock technique [9] with adaptive
uniformization to build an efficient SSASC algorithm. The
contribution of the SSASC is an efficient simulation algorithm
that evaluates all the alternative configurations of a system
simultaneously, even when event rates vary greatly (by orders
of magnitude), as is often the case in dependability evaluations.

The file server processes the requests and puts the tokens
into a place labeled processed requests. The file server only
processes the requests if it is in the working state. The state
of the file server is determined by the state of the disks. If
the file server uses a simple Linux file server, its state is said
to be available if the disks are available. If the file server
uses a RAID file server, then its availability is determined by
the availability of the RAID. Disk failure rates are modeled
according to the observations documented in [7].
The client nodes are initially in the state idle. Each of them
sends a request to the master node for the file location and
goes into the wait for file server state. Once the master node
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4 file servers

returns its request, the client sends additional requests to the
file server or goes back to the idle state. Along with each
request to the file server nodes or the master node, the client
increments a global counter labeled global request count and
sets a timer to expire at the time by which it expects to be
serviced. If the client is serviced before the timer expires, then
it increments a global counter labeled global service count.
With those two counters, we can determine the global lifetime
count of total requests and successful services by the cluster
file system.
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Since there are n types of client nodes, each with specific
workloads, tokens representing requests from the different
types of clients are distinguished using the “extended places”
feature from Möbius. The master node and file server nodes
service the client nodes based on the priorities of their types.
Client requests of type ni get higher priority than client
requests of type nj if i > j.
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Fig. 2. Timeliness ratio as the load (number of client nodes) on the file
server increases at 95% confidence interval.

of client nodes accessing the file server is increased from 10
to 500. The number of file servers is increased from 4 to 10.
We discuss the impact of these parameter values on the reward
metric useful response.

The network latency is not explicitly modeled, but the
transmission delay is controlled through addition of additional
activities that mimic the latency. Depending upon the type
of network support, the latency of the transmission can be
determined and set appropriately using input variables. The
latency in network transmission appears between the master
and the file servers, the master and the clients, and the file
servers and the clients.

Timeliness ratio
The reward measure on a cluster file system that most
interests the user community (client nodes) is the response
time. One could also measure the fractions of responses that
were delivered before the expiry of the client’s deadline for
requests. Figure 2 gives the timeliness ratio as a function of
the number of clients for four different cluster file server sizes.

Reward Metrics
The utility of the cluster file system cannot be gauged with a
single reward measure. Therefore, we define different metrics
to capture the different aspects of the model.
Availability: Availability of the cluster file system is defined
as its ability to serve the client nodes. Here it is defined as
the fraction of time when all the file server nodes along with
the master node are in the working state.
Timeliness ratio: Response time is the time perceived by the
end users as the interval between the time they send a request
to the file server and the time the server gets back to them with
results. In large parallel programs, it is quiescent time when
the programs are performing I/O jobs or checkpointing. Here,
we measure the timeliness ratio, which is defined as the ratio
of total successful deliveries (delivery on time) of the data
requests to the total number of client requests. In particular, it
is the ratio of global service count to global request count.
Cost: Availability always comes at a price. Often, designers
would like to know the trade-off. For instance, RAID file
servers provide higher availability at a higher premium. We
can measure and compute the cost of the components and
their maintenance for different configurations of the file server.
The relative costs can be compared against availability and
timeliness ratio to determine the trade-offs.

The curves in the figure illustrate certain intuitive and non
intuitive results. The timeliness ratio degrades as the number of
client nodes is increased. That is expected, since the load on
the server causes the master node and the file server nodes
to miss some of their deadlines. The interesting aspect of
the curves is that they have a knee point after which the
ratio deteriorates rapidly. Furthermore, the cluster file server’s
average on-time response to requests only improves marginally
with addition of each additional file server. In Figure 2, notice
that the gap between the curve “4 file servers” and “6 file
servers” is twice as large as the gap between “6 file servers”
and “8 file servers”. The implication is that there is a trade-off
between the capability of the file server and the workload, and
that it is not linear. The preliminary results presented serve
two purposes. First, they allow us to test the correctness of
the SAN model and its applicability to analysis of results that
impact the deployment of cluster file servers on very large
systems. Second, they show us that interesting observations
can be made about the cluster file systems using an abstract
modeling tool, and that there is an incentive to continue further
research on this topic as discussed in the next section.
Efficiency
We also provide some preliminary insights on comparison
of SSASC with traditional systems. We set the number of
file servers to 4, but vary the number of client nodes from
10 to 256 in steps of 1. We run 1000 batches of each

V. E VALUATION
We present here the results for preliminary evaluation of the
SAN model for a sample single workload type. The number
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TABLE I

to compute the (better) p∗ for choosing the best system out of
N alternatives.

C OMPARISON OF SIMULATION TIME BETWEEN T RADITIONAL SIMULATOR
AND

Number of
client nodes
10
64
128
256

SSASC

Total simulation time in seconds
traditional simulation
SSASC
74.08
11.26
5073.21
352.55
22669.58
997.84
89813.65
2999.78

B. Improving the SAN Model

Speedup

The SAN model described in Section IV is preliminary.
Modern cluster file systems provide a large number of
features that improve the reliability and availability of the
file system. Currently, the read and write requests are not
distinguished. Much as we can distinguish requests from
different client types, we might also like to distinguish read
and write requests, and process them. Some file systems,
such as GPFS, cache the files at the client node. Only the
write updates are propagated to the file servers. While such
caching mechanisms improve efficiency, they add additional
burden on the servers, to maintain state.

5.78
14.39
22.72
29.94

configuration. In traditional simulation, each configuration is
run independently, while in SSASC all of them are run simultaneously. Table I shows the speed-up obtained by running
SSASC compared to the traditional simulation; it is of an order
of magnitude. This improvement in efficiency would let us
evaluate the system on a larger scale, enabling us to analyze
the model critically and provide richer insights.

While each file server node might implement its own internal reliability mechanism, an interesting feature missing from
the current SAN model is the impact of the replication mechanism implemented by the cluster file server. The cluster file
server replicates the file blocks as described in Section II. A
back-of-the-envelope calculation of the overall availability of
all file server nodes for a single client request is about 1 − q R ,
where R is the replication count and q is the probability that
the file server has failed. That information can be incorporated
into the simulation model where the client tries R replicas of
the file server before it marks the request as failed. With the
additional information, we can compare and contrast internal
replications versus global replication in terms of cost and other
reliability metrics.

VI. F UTURE W ORK
A. Improving Simulation Efficiency
While we want to develop models to improve understanding
of the behavior of cluster file systems in very large-scale
systems, we are also interested in developing techniques to
reduce simulation execution time. Apart from improving the
efficiency of the simulation algorithm itself, we propose to
develop appropriate statistical methods to avoid fallacious
conclusion and poor decisions while trying to identify the
best optimal design choice for a model. Here, we focus on
obtaining statistical efficiency by reducing the variance of
the output random variables (reward metrics). Since we are
comparing two or more alternative system configurations,
common random numbers (CRV), are one approach to
reducing variance. Since SSASC automatically uses CRV, it
reduces simulation execution time by a magnitude of 1.5 to
1.7 times.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this extended abstract, we described a case study of a
very large-scale cluster file system. We discussed the structure
of the model, and laid out the details on how to evaluate
this real case study with the new SSASC algorithm, which
would reduce the analysis and evaluation time using tools
like Möbius.

While the CRV approach is mathematically sound, it is not
scalable to a large number of alternative configurations. Earlier
work by Nelson et al. [12] proposed a two-stage divide and
conquer process, in which they screen out the worst candidates
in the first stage and then select the best system out of the
remaining alternatives with probability p∗ . In the process of
screening out the worst alternatives in the first stage, Nelson
et al. divide the initial set into disjoint sub groups. Due to
the disjoint groups, the screening process loses the crosscorrelation that exists between the configuration across sub
groups. While their approach augments the CRV approach by
improving scalability, We propose to obtain stronger results
(better p∗ ) when we retain the cross-correlation across sub
groups. One approach is to divide the initial set into sub
groups such that a subset of alternative configurations occurs
in multiple sub groups. Intuitively, it seems that a configuration
that gets screened out in multiple sub groups is more likely
to be a bad design choice, and therefore needs to be purged.
We are currently working on developing the required theory

While we provided preliminary results on the case study
of the cluster file system, we plan to do an exhaustive analysis of the model using SSASC. We plan to incorporate the
improvements discussed in Section VI-B in the SAN model.
Some of the features require minor modification the Möbius
tool itself. Furthermore, we are going to address the issues
raised in Section VI-A to reduce the computation required to
determine the optimal configuration of a cluster file system
with respect to our reward measures.
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